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Research Assistant needed for project 
studying coastal wetland carbon exchanges 

 
Research Assistantship available immediately 
 

The Roberts Lab at the Louisiana Universities Marine Consortium (LUMCON) 
(https://lumcon.edu/broberts/ and robertsresearchlab.weebly.com) is seeking a 
highly motivated, enthusiastic, and organized individual to coordinate vegetation 
and methane and carbon dioxide flux sampling at marsh sites in coastal Louisiana 
as well as at NERR sites along the Gulf Coast. The individual will join an 
interdisciplinary research team of scientists from LUMCON, Smithsonian 
Environmental Research Center (SERC), Silvestrum Climate Associates, Notre 
Dame, Cal State University-Hayward, and USGS as part of a NASA Climate 
Monitoring System project aimed at monitoring and forecasting coastal wetland 
carbon exchanges at regional to national scales. The candidate will be responsible 
for coordinating the Roberts lab activities in the project which focus on monthly 
sampling of CO2 and CH4 fluxes, vegetation dynamics, and site characteristics at 
three LUMCON area marsh sites studied since 2013 and coordinating less frequent 
sampling at NERR sites along the US Gulf Coast. Additional information about the 
project can be found below. 
 

Interested candidates should email a C.V. and brief statement of interest with the 
subject "Wetland Carbon Exchanges Project Research Assistant" 
to broberts@lumcon.edu.   
 
 

Project Title: Data-Model Integration for Monitoring and Forecasting Coastal Wetland 
Carbon Exchanges: Serving Local to National Greenhouse Gas Inventories  

 

Abstract: Tidal wetlands are a substantial carbon (C) sink due to the dynamic response between 
inundation and soil formation. Yet, their netwarming effect can differ regionally because CH4 
emissions vary with salinity, degradation and management practices. These dynamics make 
wetland preservation and restoration vital strategies for mitigating climate change. The 
continental U.S. is an ideal scale for analysis of C sources and sinks; it was the first country to 
adopt IPCC reporting guidance in its national greenhouse gas inventory (NGGI) and represents 
all intertidal vegetation types across a wide range of inundation patterns. 
 

https://lumcon.edu/broberts/


This proposal will leverage remote sensing technology, data/model availability, and process 
knowledge improvements to support the continued iterative development of tidal wetlands in the 
U.S. NGGI. Coordinating vegetation, salinity, and greenhouse gas (GHG) flux sampling among 
Smithsonian’s Global Change Research Wetland, the Louisiana Universities Marine Consortium, 
and the National Estuarine Research Reserves (NERRs), we will develop new C-relevant 
wetland maps with which to apply process-informed models of CO2 and CH4 flux. We will 
integrate ECOSTRESS, OCO-2, MODIS, Landsat and Sentinel-2 imagery, tidal elevation maps, 
and ground data from multiple sites to classify plant functional types, salinity gradients, and 
ecologically relevant inundation properties. 
 

We will leverage efforts by the Coastal Carbon Research Coordination Network’s soils and CH4 
working groups, who are merging process-based models and open source data using Bayesian 
hierarchical frameworks, partitioning uncertainty among initial conditions, model structure, and 
data. We will fuse these efforts into one state-space model that outputs daily CH4 and CO2 flux, 
to be upscaled at annual time steps, and fit with multiple data sources. 
 

We propose that for coastal carbon monitoring to be an actionable part of decision making by on-
the-ground land managers and also scalable for national governments, the initial conditions and 
drivers of these models need to be remotely sensed, and determined with as little specialized site 
knowledge as possible. At NERR sites, we will make near-term forecasts of GHG fluxes by 
approximating net primary productivity using phenology curves and plant trait data, and 
constraining decay using water levels from digital elevation models and NOAA tide gauges. 
Forecasts will inform the design of CO2 and CH4 chamber flux measurements to validate and 
characterize model performance. Throughout the year, we will monitor fluxes, porewater 
salinity, and vegetation cover at two focal sites to quantify temporal variation missed in the more 
geographically extensive calibration and validation effort. 
 

We will scale up mapped covariates and process models using the Predictive Ecosystem 
Analyser Framework (PEcAn), and benchmark model performance against the current practice 
of applying regional average fluxes to areas of mapped land cover class and change events. 
Finally, we will host an annual model data-comparison summit to provide NERR-sponsored 
training to graduate students and iteratively improve near term forecasting and validation data 
collection. 
 

This proposal actively advances workflows from a previous NASA CMS project and will refine 
sources, sinks, and fluxes for coastal systems, an understudied terrestrial-aquatic interface. It 
supports multiple CMS goals, such as characterizing, understanding, and predicting fluxes; 
exploitation of remote sensing resources, computational capacities, and scientific knowledge; 
developing regional to national carbon monitoring products; and improving statistical precision 
and accuracy. 


